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   Twelfth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm 

   AUSTRALIAN  BANKNOTES 

   PRIVATE  BANK  ISSUES 

    

 3414* 
  Bill of Exchange,   G.Blaxcell, handwritten, Sydney, July 
13th 1812, two hundred and fifty pounds, payable to 
Captain Joseph James, on or before 24th September 1812. 
Accompanied by a printed form of a notice of protest printed 
by George Howe, Sydney 1813, signed by Ellis Bent, Judge 
Advocate of the Territory of New South Wales, showing that 
Blaxcell had not paid by 16th August 1813.   Stained at right 
hand side, good fi ne and extremely rare.  (2)  

 $2,500 

Lot 3415

   3415* 
  The Australian Joint Stock Bank Limited,   one pound, Sydney, 
1st July 1893 A 096944 A (MVR type 4b).   A full note, very 
good and rare.   

 $10,000 

 The fi nancial crisis of 1893 caused the suspension of the Australian Joint 
Stock Bank on 21 April following the withdrawal of 500,000 sovereigns 
in the space of a few days. The note issue at the time of suspension was 
£476,225. The bank reconstructed, and registered on 16 June under the 
Companies Act. It re-opened on 19 June as the Australian Joint Stock Bank 
Limited.  Sold on behalf of the signatory's son. The signatory is G.V.Taylor, 
manager of the Australian Bank of Commerce Ltd. Coonabarabran. Together 
with two books by F.W. Strack viz "Cheques", Melbourne June 1913 (red 
cloth octavo), "Promissory Notes" Melbourne, September 1913 (red paper 
covers, octavo) both signed by G.V. Taylor 1st July 1915 and 17 Sept 1913 
respectively, plus his business card. 

    

 3416* 
  Bank of Australasia,   printer's proof of one pound (circa 
1838) Launceston 18- No- (MVR type 1b) imprint Ashby 
& Co. London, two colour printed, green denomination 
on black main print.   Large left margin with one cm tear 
otherwise extremely fi ne and excessively rare, the only 
example seen by this printer.   

 $20,000 

   3417 
  Bank of Australasia,   one pound, Sydney, 1st January 1903 
Q37,072 and Q86,729 (MVR type 2c), signatures cut away 
at bottom, "BANK OF AUSTRALASIA/CANCELLED" 
heavily stamped on front and back in two places, red indelible 
ink mark on front.   Fair.  (2)  

 $400 

    

 3418* 
  Bank of Australasia,   one pound, Sydney, 1st January 1903 
Q58,988 (MVR type 2c), signatures cut away at bottom, 
"BANK OF AUSTRALASIA/CANCELLED" heavily 
stamped on front and back in two places, red indelible ink 
mark on front.   Fair.   

 $300 
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 3419* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   specimen one pound, Melbourne 
18- (MVR type 7e) perforated specimen C Skipper & East, 
lower right corner cut cancelled, wide left margin.   Extremely 
fi ne and rare.    

 $12,500 

    

 3420* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   one pound, Sydney, 5 April 
1904, 971328 (MVR type 7f).   Flattened full note, nearly 
fi ne and rare.    

 $20,000 

    

 3421* 
  The Bank of South Australia,   one pound, Adelaide, 1st 
April 1887, NoD056889 (MVR type 3b(ii)).   A clear full 
note with considerable creasing fl attened out, good fi ne 
and very rare.   

 $35,000 

    

 3422* 
  Excelsior Bank,   one pound, Sydney 18- (C.1884) No. 8062 
(MVR type1), unused note form ready to be issued.   In display 
folder, nearly uncirculated and rare.    

 $12,000 

    

 3423* 
  Oriental Bank Corporation,   one pound, Sydney, New South 
Wales, 1st July 1880, 614669 (MVR type 1c).   Frail edges, 
limp nearly very good and rare.    

 $12,000 

    

 3424* 
  Oriental Bank Corporation,   one pound, Melbourne, 
Victoria, January 1st 1881, 971869 (MVR type1c).   Tiny 
pinholes, spots on back, edge fraying, limp paper, otherwise 
nearly fi ne and rare.    

 $20,000 
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 3425* 
  Union Bank of Australia,   printer's proof one pound, Sydney 
1st January 1877 (MVR-) perforated Specimen/C. Skipper 
& East.   Light water stain top edge, otherwise extremely fi ne 
or better and very rare.    

 $17,500 

    

 3426* 
  Bukkulla Vineyards,   McIntyre River, Inverell, one pound, 
Nov 26/(18)70, No 228, Pay "Nash", by Messrs. Wyndham/
Dalwood Vineyards/Branxton N.S.W., imprint De Gruchy 
& Leigh, SC Sydney, clear watermark "Whatman", cross 
cancelled by hand in black ink with "Paid/April 6/Received/
from Clark Orman" (MVR type 1c.).   Small piece missing 
top right corner and minor interruptions to bottom edge, 
otherwise fi ne and rare.   

 $750 

 Ex W.J.D. Mira Collection. 

   3427 
  Bank of New South Wales,   specimen circular note for ten 
pounds sterling Sydney, 18-, no "A" perforated "Specimen/
C. Skipper & East" in two lines lower right. Also twenty 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) uncut vertical pair (McD.U5).   
Nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $250 

 The fi rst ex Noble Numismatics Sale 73 (lot 2861).  

   3428 
  The City Bank of Sydney,   187-, bank logo/vignette at left, 
unissued cheque.   Extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

 The bank was incorporated in NSW on 9th Febuary 1863. It opened for 
business on 1st Febuary 1864. 

   3429 
  The City Bank of Sydney, 187-,   bank logo/vignette at left, 
unissued cheque; Bank of NSW, pay to the order, "duplicate 
exchange" for £350 London offi ce to Orange, NSW dated 
13.8.1915.   Very fi ne and scarce.  (2)   

 $100 

   3430 
  Stage money in immitation of pre-federation banknotes,  
 consists of the Bank of Australasia, Adelaide Branch, one 
pound 1st Dec 1857 (20); Bank of N.S.W, Geelong Branch 
18.. (20); fi fty pounds, Sydney 1862 (1); South Australian 
Banking Co Bank of South Australia, 1862 Adelaide Branch 
one pound (16); Union Bank, Sydney Branch (cancelled) 
one pound 1870's type (10); The Union Bank of Australia 
Ltd, Perth Branch, ten pounds 1905 (21).   Fine - extremely 
fi ne.  (88)  

 $200 

   3431 
  The Australian Newspaper,   complete set of fascimile 
banknotes, private issues and promissory notes issued by the 
Australian with a descriptive brochure entitled "A History of 
Australian Paper Money".   Mostly uncirculated.  (20)   

 $70 

   COMMONWEALTH  ISSUES - PRE  DECIMAL 

    

 3432* 
  Ten shillings,   Collins/Allen (1915) N 898462 N (R.2c).   
Flattened full note very good and rare.   

 $2,000 

    

 3433* 
  Ten shillings,   Collins/Allen (1915) M 277850 A (R.2d).   
Full note and very fi ne or better, rare, especially in this 
condition.   

 $7,500 

   3434 
  Ten shillings,   Collins/Allen (1915) M 151892 J (R.2d).   Very 
frail, fair.    

 $600 
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 3435* 
  Ten shillings,   Collins/Allen (1915) M 919416 B (R.2e).   Nicks 
top and bottom edge where centrefold ends, quarter folds 
otherwise nearly fi ne.   

 $2,000 

    

 3436* 
  Ten shillings,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) M 375438 R (R.3b).   
Limp paper, two minute pin-holes otherwise good colour 
nearly fi ne.   

 $1,000 

    

 3437* 
  Ten shillings,   Miller/Collins (1923) A/10 447121 (R.4).   
Very good.   

 $500 

    

 3438* 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Collins (1926) A/32 430883 (R.5).   Slight 
edge spotting otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $900 

    

 3439* 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Heathershaw (1927) A/44 021099 (R. 6).   
Multiple vertical creasing, otherwise good fi ne and rare.   

 $1,750 

   3440 
  Ten shillings,   Kell/Heathershaw (1927) A/45 076415 (R.6).   
Many minute holes, limp and frail, otherwise very good.    

 $300 

    

 3441* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/34 983012 
(R.7).   Good extremely fi ne and rare thus.   

 $8,000 

    

 3442* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/32 899641 
(R.7).   Folds and creases, crisp original good very fi ne and 
scarce in this condition.   

 $5,000 

   3443 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/13 956475 
(R.7).   Folds and creases otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $500 

   3444 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/21 459376 
(R.7).   With several folds, some end stains, good colour, 
nearly fi ne.   

 $300 

   3445 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/17 805250 
(R.7).   Heavy vertical folds otherwise fi ne/nearly fi ne and 
dirty.   

 $250 
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   3446 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), A/68 439309 
(R.7).   Small tear at top of centrefold, otherwise very good.    

 $100 

   3447 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.7, 13 (3), 15, 16 (2), 17 (3)).   The fi rst fair, others 
very good - good very fi ne.  (10)   

 $120 

    

 3448* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/42 156048 (R.8b) 
thin signature.   Good very fi ne.   

 $2,750 

    

 3449* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/8 991536 (R.9).   Light 
folds and creases otherwise crisp original body and raised 
ink, good extremely fi ne and very rare in this condition, one 
of the fi nest known.    

 $15,000 

    

 3450* 
  Ten shilings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/17 707450 (R.9).   
Good fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $1,000 

    

 3451* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/66 351009 (R.10).   
Flattened, nearly fi ne.    

 $350 

   3452 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/37 988499 (R.10).   
Rust sopts on lower back otherwise good fi ne.   

 $300 

   3453 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/45 698502 (R.10).   
Torn centre bottom edge, three pin holes, otherwise good 
fi ne.    

 $250 

    

 3454* 
  Ten shillings,   Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/82 869937 (R.11).   
Folds and creases, original body, nearly very fi ne.    

 $500 

    

 3455* 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/90 281255 
(R.12).   Crisp full body, two vertical folds, two corner folds, 
otherwise good extremely fi ne.   

 $600 
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   3456 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/9 114117; others 
E/12, 48, 74, 92 (R. 12).   The fi rst faded colour, otherwise 
very good - nearly very fi ne.  (5)  

 $400 

   3457 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/14 920933 (R. 
12); Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/74 530012 (R. 13); 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/47 022426 (R. 15).   Extremely 
fi ne - good extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $500 

   3458 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/79 474994 
(R.12), Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/43 338372 (R.13).   
Multiple creasing to both notes, a few tone spots on the 
second note, both have some crispness to the body, the fi rst 
good fi ne, the second fi ne.  (2)  

 $300 

   3459 
  Ten shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.12-15, 17) also one pound (R.30b).   Very good 
- extremely fi ne.  (6)  

 $300 

   3460 
  Ten Shillings,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/65 (R.12); 
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/81, F/82, F/84, F/99 (R.13); 
Coombs/Watt (1949) A/45 (R.14); Coombs/Wilson (1954) 
AE/52 (R.16); (1961) AG/55, AH/28, AH/31, AH/39 (R.17).   
Very good - very fi ne.  (12)   

 $180 

   3461 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.13-17).   The second good very fi ne, the others 
nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $500 

   3462 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) AE/03 550898, AE/14 
921819 (R.16).   Both notes with folds and creases, both 
have some small dirty spot on obverse, the latter with two 
small tone spots, otherwise both crisp and nearly extremely 
fi ne.  (2)  

 $180 

   3463 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/00 421147 (R.16) 
fi rst serial prefi x note.   Three heavy vertical folds otherwise 
very good.   

 $100 

   3464 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/43 803882 (R.17).   
Uncirculated.    

 $200 

   3465 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/51 894132/40 
(R.17) nine consecutive notes.   Centrefold otherwise crisp 
and original, nearly uncirculated.  (9)  

 $1,000 

   3466 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/51 524783, 
861625 (R.17).   The fi rst with centrefold and other creasing, 
the second with centrefold and one other crease and a very 
small tone spot at the bottom edge but virtually uncirculated, 
both notes crisp.  (2)   

 $150 

   3467 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/80 856793, 
AH/50 271243 (R.17).   Both notes with folds and creases, 
both crisp, the fi rst note very fi ne, the second note nearly 
extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $150 

   3468 
  Ten shillings - fi ve pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/12 
(R.12); Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/28 (R.13)(2), J/11, 
H/34 (R.30a), K/59 (R.30b); Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/38 
(R.33), AG/67 (1961)(R.17), HH/22 (R.34a), HJ/64 (R.34b), 
TC/04 (1960)(R.50).   Very good - very fi ne.  (11)  

 $200 

   3469 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) (R.13, 29, 46, 49, 58).   Good 
- fi ne.  (5)  

 $90 

   3470 
  Ten shillings and one pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) 
(R.13, 30b).   Original body, nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $100 

   3471 
  Ten shillings,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/46 761453 
(R.13), Coombs/Watt (1949) A/72 733423, Coombs/Wilson 
(1954) AC/69 376871, AE/40 179285 (R.16) (2), Coombs/
Wilson (1961) AH/43 549379 (R.17); one pound, Coombs/
Wilson (1961) HK/50 519976 (R.34b). R.  17 is crisp nearly 
extremely fi ne, the rest poor - very fi ne.  (6)  

 $100 

   3472 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/89 735706 (R.15); 
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/63 981631 
(R.29).   Very fi ne or better.  (2)  

 $200 

   3473 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/06 197071 (R.17); 
one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/23 522317 (R.34b); 
fi ve pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/18 599655 (R.50); 
ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/41 574592 (R.63); 
Great Britain, Bank of England, one pound (1978-80) 
consecutive pair GOT 074852/53 (P.377a); Scotland, The 
Royal Bank of Scotland PLC, one pound (1987) A/12 676975 
(P.346).   First note has an 18mm pen mark on obverse, 
the ten pound note has foxing and pencilled numerals on 
obverse, the Great Britain pair are uncirculated, the rest 
are fi ne.  (7)    

 $120 
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 3474* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1910) superscribed on National 
Bank of Australasia one pound Melbourne form, S101884, 
superscribe no. J 726117 (R.S50).   Torn left corners otherwise 
very good and rare.    

 $5,000 

    

 3475* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) small serials, No. S600384 
(R.18b).   Good fi ne and very rare in this condition, one of 
the fi nest known.    

 $9,000 

    

 3476* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) No. R085789 (R.18b).   
Very limp paper from multiple creasing, however a full note, 
good and rare.   

 $1,250 

    

 3477* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) 065440 S (R.18d).   Flattened 
of vertical folds, a choice full note, good extremely fi ne and 
very rare in this condition, one of the fi nest known.   

 $20,000 

    

 3478* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) 162913R (R.18d).   
Flattened of heavy quarter folds otherwise attractive good 
fi ne and rare.   

 $3,200 

    

 3479* 
  One pound,   Collins/Allen (1913) A 356335 L (R.18e).   Limp 
body but full note, very good.   

 $1,000 

    

 3480* 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) C 982449 S (R.21).   
Toned, nearly very fi ne.   

 $1,250 
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 3481* 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) B 106340 L (R.21).   
Many folds and creases, limp paper, nearly fi ne.     

 $400 

   3482 
  One pound,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) B 365365 F (R.21).   Many 
folds and creases, limp paper, good - very good.   

 $300 

    

 3483* 
  One pound,   Miller/Collins (1923) J841318 (R.22a) large 
prefi x.   Very good and rare.    

 $4,000 

    

 3484* 
  One pound,   Miller/Collins (1923) H/15 482793 (R.23a) with 
imprint.   Toned and limp paper, guillotined low, fl attened, 
otherwise very fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $2,500 

    

 3485* 
  One pound,   Miller/Collins (1923) H/32 926797 (R.23b).   
Good fi ne.   

 $600 

    

 3486* 
  One pound,   Kell/Collins (1926) H/67 809539 (R.24).   Nearly 
uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $10,000 

   3487 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/6 348249, K/69 
848134 (R.26).   Good fi ne; 3mm tear, otherwise very good.  
(2)   

 $400 

   3488 
  One pound,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.26,, 30a (2), 30b (2), 34a).   Very good - fi ne.  (6)   

 $100 

    

 3489* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/97 819761 (R.27b) 
thin signture.   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $500 

   3490 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/83 900267 (R.27b), 
thin signature.   Vertical folds and foxing, otherwise good 
fi ne.    

 $280 

    

 3491* 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/24 046129 (R.28).   
Good very fi ne.    

 $600 

   3492 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/45 711968 (R.28).   
Flattened, good very fi ne.    

 $400 
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   3493 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/86 370577 (R.28).   
Reasonably clean and some crispness, several folds and 
creases, otherwise nearly very fi ne.    

 $200 

   3494 
  One pound,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/55 725848 (R.28), 
Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/7 993341 (R.29).   First fi ne, 
second crisp very fi ne with quarter folds.  (2)  

 $240 

    

 3495* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/75 276411, 440 
(R.29) close to consecutive pair.   Flattened of centrefold 
nearly uncirculated.  (2)   

 $1,200 

    

 3496* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/39 942176 
(R.29).   Flattened nearly uncirculated.   

 $1,000 

    

 3497* 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/41 638042 (R.29).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $450 

   3498 
  One pound,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/27 966895 
(R.29).   Two mm tears bottom border, nearly very fi ne.   

 $100 

   3499 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/25, H/46 
(R.30a).   Flattened otherwise extremely fi ne or better.  (2)   

 $200 

   3500 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/85; H/97 
(R.30a), Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/4 (R.32).   Good very fi ne 
- good extremely fi ne.  (3)   

 $250 

   3501 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to ten pounds, 
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.  30a, 32, 33 (2), 34b (3), 50, 63).  
Very good - good very fi ne. (9)   

 $150 

   3502 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/58, J/25, K/24 
(R.30a,b); Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/98 (R.32); (1953) 
HB/00, HB/01 (2), HC/77, HD/91, HF/12 (R.33); (1961) 
HG/70, HH/20, HH/82, HI/41, HI/83, HK/42, HK/52 
(R.34a,b).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (17)  

 $300 

   3503 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/99 635450 
(R.30b).   Tiny spot top margin, crisp fl attened virtually 
uncirculated.    

 $150 

   3504 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/32 (2), J/83 
(R.30b).   Original body, good very fi ne.  (3)  

 $200 

   3505 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/61 030744 
(R.30b).   Flattened, extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

   3506 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/4 (R. 30 b); 
Coombs/Watt (1949) I/34, I/89, W/374 (R.31).   Very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.  (4)   

 $180 

   3507 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1961) (R.30b-34b).   Good very fi ne  - nearly uncirculated.  
(6)  

 $500 

   3508 
  One pound,   Coombs/Watt (1949) I/66; W/19, 57 (R. 31); 
Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/84; X/5, 25, 32, 46 (R. 32).   Very 
good - nearly fi ne.  (8)   

 $120 
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 3509* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/51 111176/80 (R.32) 
fi ve consecutive notes.   Crisp, good extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $1,500 

   3510 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/89 092768 (R.33).   
Nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3511 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/25 005365/6 
consecutive pair (R.33).   Crisp with vertical folds and a few 
creases, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $150 

   3512 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/12 237835 (R.33); 
(1961) HJ/35 840358 (R.34b).   Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   3513 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1953) HB/25 628145 (R.33), 
(1961) HK/25, HK/40 (R.34b).   Flat uncirculated.  (3)   

 $300 

   3514 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/90; HK/07, 47, 51 
(R. 34 b).   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 

   3515 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) (R.34b) (2); fi ve and 
ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.47, 60).   Very good 
- fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 

    

 3516* 
  Five pounds,   Collins/Allen (1914) 714896 U (R.36c).   Limp 
paper with minute central pin holes, otherwise a full note 
with good colour, better than very good and rare.   

 $6,000 

    

 3517* 
  Five pounds,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 724994 D (R.37b). 
Top edge nick (repair?), fl   attened, slightly limp paper but 
good colour, good very fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $22,000 

    

 3518* 
  Five pounds,   Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 684941 E (R.37b).   
Slightly limp paper, fl attened and cleaned otherwise fi ne or 
better and rare thus.   

 $3,500 
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 3519* 
  Five pounds,   Kell/Collins (1924) Q/2 545480 (R.38a).   Very 
good.    

 $700 

    

 3520* 
  Five pounds,   Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/9 832160 (R.39).   
Small stain on back of top edge otherwise good fi ne.    

 $3,500 

    

 3521* 
  Five pounds,   Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/9 149771 (R.40).   
Flattened and cleaned, good fi ne.   

 $2,000 

    

 3522* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/21 250282 
(R.42).   Crisp, fl attened of vertical folds on right side, nearly 
uncirculated.    

 $10,000 

    

 3523* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/18 732804 
(R.42).   Flattened of vertical folds, good colour, extremely 
fi ne or better.   

 $8,000 

    

 3524* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/23 449525 
(R.42).   Nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $4,000 

    

 3525* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 354400 (R.43).   
Vertical folds, good fi ne.   

 $2,000 

    

 3526* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/19 895543 (R.44b) 
white face.   Flattened otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $6,000 
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 3527* 
  Five pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/16 549070 (R.44b).   
Slightly limp paper otherwise very fi ne.   

 $1,500 

    

 3528* 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/20 727504 
(R.45).   Flattened otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $1,250 

   3529 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/27 334869 (R. 
45).   Thin to perforation in centre, fl attened, otherwise nearly 
very fi ne.    

 $300 

   3530 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/33 699998 
(R.45).   Many creases and folds, mangled top margin, two 
repaired tears, otherwise nearly fi ne.    

 $80 

   3531 
  Five pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Watt 
(1949) (R. 45 -7).   Very good - fi ne.  (3)  

 $150 

    

 3532* 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/53 546348/9 
(R.46) consecutive pair.   Uncirculated and rare thus.  (2)  

 $8,000 

    

 3533* 
  Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/71 560995 
(R.46).   Good very fi ne.   

 $250 

   3534 
   Five pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1941) to Coombs/Wilson 
(1960) (R.46-50).   All fl at extremely fi ne or better, the last 
nearly uncirculated.  (5)  

 $1,000 

   3535 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) S/1 147351 (R.47).   
Flattened good very fi ne.    

 $150 

    

 3536* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) S/24 304459 (R.47).   
Flattened, good body, good very fi ne.    

 $300 

   3537 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/51 060390 (R.48).   
Flattened, good very fi ne.    

 $280 

   3538 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/00 919685 (R.49) 
fi rst serial prefi x note.   One cm deep rust stain on top right 
margin otherwise good fi ne.   

 $300 

   3539 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/13 543202 (R.49); 
(1960) TB/67 622058 (R.50).   Flattened, extremely fi ne.  
(2)   

 $100 

   3540 
  Five Pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/04, (R.49); (1960) 
TB/42, TB/80, TC/00, TC/26, TC/41, TC/43, TC/86, TC/97 
(R.50).   Very good - very fi ne.  (9)   

 $180 

   3541 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/87 104705, TB/01 
121869 (R.49); ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/21 
185434 (R.60).   The fi rst two notes with blue ink run from 
back of second to front of fi rst note, otherwise fi ne, 2cm tear 
on the third note, good.  (3)  

 $100 
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   3542 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/78 034115 (R.50).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $80 

   3543 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/94 237637 (R.50); 
ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/44 314496 (R.16), 
(1961) AH/16 800038 (R.17); fi fty cents, 1966 (9); twenty 
cents, 2001 Bradman (11).   First note has a tear at centre 
top otherwise notes are fi ne - good fi ne, coins are very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.  (23)  

 $100 

    

 3544* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) U/3 300505 (R.55).   
Crisp original good extremely fi ne and rare, especially in this 
condition, an outstanding type note.    

 $28,000 

    

 3545* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 366262 (R.57).   
Flattened of two small corner creases, original and crisp, 
nearly uncirculated.    

 $8,000 

    

 3546* 
  Ten pounds,   Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 192922 (R.57).   
Flattened with repair or washed ink stains top and bottom 
edge in centre, otherwise good fi ne.    

 $800 

    

 3547* 
  Ten pounds,   Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/4 833838 (R.58).   
Cleaned and fl attened of horizontal fold, very fi ne  or better 
and scarce thus.   

 $1,500 

    

 3548* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 670603/4 
(R.59) consecutive pair.   Virtually uncirculated and rare as 
such.  (2)  

 $16,500 

    

 3549* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/7 492334 (R.59).   
Crisp good extremely fi ne.    

 $1,200 

    

 3550* 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/12 183176 
(R.59).   Original body, good extremely fi ne.    

 $1,200 
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   3551 
  Ten pounds,   Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/5 657455 (R.59).   
Flattened otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $600 

    

 3552* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) V/19 606802 (R.60).   
Flattened of vertical folds, otherwise extremely fi ne or 
better.   

 $1,000 

   3553 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949) V/20 783742 (R.60).   
Original body, good fi ne.   

 $200 

   3554 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Watt (1949), V/17 881488 (R. 60).   
Nearly fi ne.    

 $120 

    

 3555* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/23 924655 (R.61).   
Flattened of centrefold otherwise good extremely fi ne and 
scarce.   

 $3,000 

    

 3556* 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/00 144060 (R.62) 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne and rare, especially 
in this condition as fi rst serial prefi x.    

 $3,500 

   3557 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wlson (1954) WA/00 449654 (R.62) 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Flattened and cleaned otherwise nearly 
very fi ne and very scarce.   

 $500 

   3558 
  Ten pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/19 758767 (R.62) 
(1960) WA/50 863790 (R.63).   Both attractive, fl at nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $1,000 

   3559 
  Ten Pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/07, WA/25 (R.62); 
(1960) WA/32 (R.63).   Very good - nearly fi ne, the last with 
tone spots.  (3)  

 $100 

   WAR  RELATED  ISSUES 

    

 3560* 
  World War II,   Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven 
Bank, sixpence, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Robinow/Stahl, C 
40511, (not listed in Bulluss).   Virtually uncirculated and rare 
with these signatures.    

 $15,000 

    

 3561* 
  World War II,   Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven 
Bank, one shilling, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Robinow/Stahl, 
D 21487, (not listed in Bulluss).   Light centre fold, otherwise 
nearly uncirculated and rare.   

 $15,000 
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 3562* 
  World War II,   Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven 
Bank, two shillings, Hay, 1st March, 1941, Mendel/Stahl, 
E 40161, (not listed in Bulluss).   Virtually uncirculated and 
very rare.   

 $20,000 

 This lot and the previous two lots were acquired by an internee at Hay, they 
were retained by him for his elder brother, who was a numismatist, when 
he left the camp. The notes are completely new to the market having been 
in the possession of the owner for over sixty years. 

    

 3563* 
  World War II,   Internment Camp, Hay, NSW, Camp Seven 
Bank, one shilling, Hay, 1st March 1941, Mendel/Stahl, D 
22267.   Flattened and cleaned, top and bottom edge tears on 
centrefold crease, otherwise good fi ne and rare.    

 $7,000 

   3564 
  Commonwealth of Australia,   World War II, war savings 
certifi cate, one pound, issued 16 Dec 1941, AA179131, 
rubber stamp overprint "Held for Safe Custody By the 
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Limited, Royal 
Exchange Branch, 58 Pitt St., Sydney" (R.WD1a); Royal 
Australian Army Corps, decimal training note, one dollar.   
Pinholes, very fi ne.  (2)   

 $60 

   DECIMAL SPECIMEN NOTES  

    

 3565* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) type one specimen note 
AAA 000000 (R.SP01).   Traces of tip mounting on edges 
when removed from specimen otherwise uncirculated and 
very rare.   

 $12,000 

    

 3566* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 000000 type one 
specimen note (R.SP02).   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $12,000 

    

 

 3567* 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 000 
000 type four specimen note (R.SP28).   Uncirculated and 
extremely rare.   

 $30,000 
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 3568* 
  Ten dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1988) specimen No 0057, 
AA00 000 000 (McD DS29).   In folder of issue, uncirculated 
and very rare.   

 $15,000 

 This and the following fi ve lots were all presented to Mr. J.C. Taylor, Manager 
(Currency Policy & Research) Currency and Banking Department, Reserve 
Bank of Australia, Sydney NSW. Ten full sets with matching serial numbers 
were presented to people connected with the production of the notes over 
the eight year period 1988-1996. Only two other sets have come onto the 
market (Gordon Andrews - now broken up) and (Patricia Lahy AM - set sold 
in six lots in sale 86). This lot and each of the following lots is accompanied 
by the presentation letter signed by the Governor, except for the one hundred 
dollars signed by the Acting Secretary J.F. Butlin. 

    

 

 3569* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1992) specimen no 0056, AA 00 
000 000 (McD. DS30).   In folder of issue, uncirculated and 
extremely rare.    

 $30,000 

    

 

 3570* 
  Ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) specimen no. 0056, AA 
93 000 000 (McD. DS31).   In folder of issue, uncirculated 
and extremely rare.    

 $30,000 

    

 

 3571* 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) specimen no.0056, AA 
94 000 000 (McD. DS32).   In folder of issue, uncirculated 
and extremely rare.   

 $40,000 
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 3572* 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) specimen No. 0056, AA 
95 000 000 (McD. DS33).   In folder of issue, uncirculated 
and extremely rare.    

 $30,000 

    

 

 3573* 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) specimen 
No.0056, AA96 000 000 (McD. DS34).   In folder of issue, 
uncirculated and extremely rare.    

 $35,000 

    

  3574* 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 000 
000 specimen note, No. 0065 (R.SP34).   Uncirculated and 
extremely rare.   

 $50,000 

 This note was presented to the granddaughter of Sir John Monash (pictured 
on the back of the note). 

    

 3575* 
  Twenty dollars,   Stevens/Henry (2007) AC 07 000 000 
(R.420) zero serial number note.   Uncirculated and very 
rare, a maximum of forty notes printed, as cut from the 
sheet after its release.   

 $2,700 

   STAR  NOTES 

    

 3576* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Watt (1949) A/2 33473* (R.14s).   Has 
been fl attened otherwise nearly fi ne and rare.   

 $750 
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 3577* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/7 63508* (R.15s).   
Many folds and creases, original body, very good and rare.   

 $1,250 

    

 3578* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 56001* 
(R.17s).   Flat, crisp, choice uncirculated and very rare in this 
condition, one of the fi nest known.    

 $22,000 

    

 3579* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/97 13187* (R.17s).   
Three vertical folds, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $4,000 

    

 3580* 
  Ten shillings,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/98 38016* (R.17s).   
Crisp body, very fi ne but with rust moisture spots througout 
top margin.    

 $750 

    

 3581* 
  One pound,   Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/58 03537* 
(R.30bs).   2mm tear at top edge otherwise fl attened fi ne or 
better and very rare.   

 $8,500 

    

 3582* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Watt (1949) I/9 78183/4* (R.31s) 
consecutive pair of star replacement notes.   Flattened of 
vertical folds otherwise extremely fi ne and extremely rare 
as such.  (2)   

 $50,000 
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 3583* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Watt (1949) I/3 51262* (R.31s).   Three 
pinholes and fl attened otherwise fi ne.    

 $1,500 

    

 3584* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/4 97481* (R.32s).   
Flattened of creases and folds otherwise nearly extremely 
fi ne and very rare in this condition.    

 $20,000 

    

 3585* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/4 66059* (R.32s).   
Five pinholes, three with rust, good original body, good fi ne 
and rare.    

 $2,800 

    

Lot 3586

 3586* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/5 10427* (R.32s).   
Multiple folds and creases and 3mm tear in lower left edge 
otherwise good body to paper, good fi ne.   

 $750 

    

 3587* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/96 22894* (R.33s).   
Flattened of three vertical and one horizontal fold, otherwise 
very fi ne or better.   

 $2,500 

    

 3588* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/95 19903* (R.33s).   
Good body, folds and creases, otherwise nearly very fi ne.   

 $1,500 

    

 3589* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/83 06911* (R.34as).   
Flat, good extremely fi ne and very rare in this condition, one 
of the fi nest known of this variety.   

 $12,000 
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 3590* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/97 44845* (R.  34as) 
3mm tear near lower left corner and fl attened of three 
vertical and one horizontal fold, otherwise good very fi ne 
and rare.   

 $2,000 

    

 3591* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/87 76749* (R.34bs).   
Flattened of vertical folds, crisp good extremely fi ne or nearly 
uncirculated.    

 $12,000 

    

 3592* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/84 70529* (R.34bs).   
Cleaned, fl attened, trimmed, one mm tear top, 4mm tear 
bottom margin, otherwise fi ne.   

 $1,250 

    

 3593* 
  One pound,   Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/89 32673* (R.34bs).   
Flattened of three vertical folds and nicks in bottom edge 
otherwise fi ne.   

 $1,000 

    

 3594* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/12 65724* (R.50s).   
Flattened of three vertical folds, nearly uncirculated and very 
rare in this condition, one of the fi nest known.   

 $45,000 

    

 3595* 
  Five pounds,   Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/12 85768* (R.50s).   
Tiny (2mm) edge tear repair at top left, fl attened otherwise 
good fi ne and rare.   

 $2,500 

    

 3596* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAB 22661* (R.71s).   
Uncirculated.   

 $3,400 
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 3597* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 28938* (R.71s).   
Teller's cornerfold, otherwise crisp nearly uncirculated.    

 $1,700 

   3598 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAC 89056* (R.71s).   
Very good.   

 $100 

    

 3599* 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAG 24673* (R.72s).   
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $8,500 

    

 3600* 
  One dollar,   Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAJ 18945* (R.73s).   
Virtually uncirculated.   

 $3,200 

    

 3601* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFF 83191/2* (R.81s) 
consecutive pair of star replacement notes.   Crisp, virtually 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $6,000 

    

 3602* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 99275* (R.81s).   
Virtually uncirculated.   

 $3,750 

    

 3603* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFF 72857* (R.81s).   
Virtually uncirculated.   

 $3,750 

    

 3604* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFG 27736* (R.81s).   
Uncirculated.    

 $2,500 
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 3605* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFJ 89633* (R.82s).   
Crisp, fl at uncirculated and rare thus.    

 $7,500 

    

 3606* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFH 84677* (R.82s).   
Diagonal crease or impression top right of centre, otherwise 
crisp virtually uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $4,000 

    

 3607* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 60788* (R.301s).   
Crisp, original, virtually uncirculated.   

 $4,500 

    

 3608* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 07184* (R.301s).   
Flattened of two vertical folds otherwise crisp original, nearly 
uncirculated.    

 $3,500 

    

 3609* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 80178* (R.301s).   
Hint of a light centre fold, virtually uncirculated.    

 $2,000 

    

 3610* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 40081* (R.301s).   
Minor creases and folds, crisp good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,700 

    

 3611* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 13495* (R.301s).   
Corner fold, minor creasing otherwise crisp extremely fi ne.    

 $1,500 

   3612 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 41124* (R.301s).   
Very fi ne.   

 $750 
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 3613* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 78147* (R.302s).   
Virtually uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $10,000 

    

 3614* 
  Ten dollars,   Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 54031* (R.302s).   
"90" written on back, slightly soiled, otherwise fi ne.   

 $600 

    

 3615* 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 10932* 
(R.403s).   Nearly uncirculated and rare, especially in this 
condition.   

 $15,000 

    

 3616* 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 42034/5* 
(R.403s) consecutive pair of star replacement notes.   Flattened 
of centrefold, crisp originals, nearly uncirculated and very 
rare as such.  (2)  

 $30,000 

   ERROR  NOTES 

   3617 
  One dollar,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) ABX 764696 (R.71) 
fractional wet ink transfer of coat of arms on front at an 
angle, heavy lilac checker's mark diagonally.   Very fi ne.    

 $100 

    

 3618* 
  Two dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) FJS 183045 (R.81), 
missing part denomination on front right hand side.   Nearly 
uncirculated.    

 $150 

    

 3619* 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) QFU 050433 (R.212) 
intaglio ink fade out of left back causing ghost portrait.   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $500 
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   3620* 
  Ten dollars,   MacFarlane/Evans (1998) BC 98 265079/80 
(R.318) consecutive pair missing orange print on the fi rst.   
Nearly uncirculated and very rare.   

 $750 

   3621 
  Twenty dollars,   Johnston/Fraser (1985) ERX 544691/2 
consecutive pair (R.409a) missing watermark at left on both 
notes.   Extremely fi ne and rare.  (2)  

 $450 

   COLLECTOR  FOLDERS &  UNCUT  NOTES 

   3622 
  Twenty-fi fth anniversary set,   (1991) of the last prefi x pre-
decimal notes matched with fi rst serial prefi x decimal notes 
in Reserve Bank of Australia presentation album in slip case, 
all notes end 817.   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $6,000 

   3623 
  Triple anniversary set,   (1994), fi ve, fi fty, and one hundred 
dollars all fi rst serial prefi xes with matching numbers ending 
750, in album and slip case of issue.   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $2,000 

   3624 
  Triple anniversary set, (1994),   fi ve, fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, NAA, YAA and ZAA 000561 in Reserve Bank 
presentation album and slip case, Number 505/800.   
Uncirculated.  (3)   

 $2,000 

   3625 
  Five (1992) twenty 1994 and fi fty (1995) dollars,   fi rst day 
overprint, the fi ves are fi rst and last, others single folders, 
portfolio ten dollars 1993 note/phonecard, fi fty dollars 1995 
note/stamp pane, 1997 twenty dollar set/stamp block, twenty 
dollar 1994 note/stamp pane, fi ve dollars 1996 note stamp 
block.   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $250 

   3626 
  Ten dollars,    Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary 
Commemorative folder.   Uncirculated.  (32)   

 $400 

   3627 
  Ten dollars,    Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary 
commemorative folder prefi x AA 22 with a run of four 
consecutive numbers.   Almost all envelopes have been sealed 
and re-opened, otherwise uncirculated.  (10)   

 $150 

   3628 
  Ten dollars,    Johnston/Fraser (1988) bicentenary 
commemorative folder (4, prefi x AA18); Last two dollar 
note fi rst two dollar coin folder, 1988 (2) Johnston/Fraser 
(1985) prefi x LPH (R.89); one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) 
prefi x DKJ, DLE, DLR (R.  78) (3); Reserve Bank fl yer for new 
ten dollar commemorative folder.  Uncirculated. (10)   

 $100 

   3629 
  Ten dollars,   Tenth Anniversary of Polymer Notes, Deluxe 
folder no. 1049, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AA 18064935, 
Macfarlane/Evans (1998) black serial number AB 98002049; 
another Premium folder no. 768, Johnston/Fraser (1988) 
AA 05064836, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) red serial number 
AA 05064836; fi ve dollars, First and Last two note folder, 
embossed First Day of Issue, Fraser/Cole (1991) QNS462030, 
Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 33000475; another consecutive pair 
but standard issue, Fraser/Cole (1991) QND 462897/98, 
Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 37004545/46; fi ve dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1992) pale green serial numbers AA 31682958/59 
consecutive pair (R.214).   Uncirculated.  (7)  

 $240 

   3630 
  Ten dollars,   portfolio, 1993, Fraser/Cole and Fraser/Evans 
with matching red serial numbers AA 93000984, portfolio 
no. 884.   Uncirculated.   

 $200 

   3631 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) Hargrave Centenary 
consecutive folder nos 2232 and 2233, black consecutive 
serial numbers ADK 624412/13.   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $100 

   3632 
  Twenty dollars,   Hargrave Centenary, 1994, black serial 
numbers, Fraser/Evans, ADK624534, Lawrence Hargrave 
Centenary Portfolio 2111, plus a pane of twenty-fi ve stamps, 
sheet no.2111; fi ve shillings uniface vignette, 1989, no.3090; 
Farwell to the Australian Two Dollar Note, souvenir of the 
NAA Convention, Sydney 1988, serial nos. 962, 963, 966-
970 of 1,000 issued.   A few spots of foxing on the Centenary 
folder and on the vignette envelope otherwise uncirculated.  
(9)  

 $90 

   3633 
  Twenty dollars,   portfolio, 1994, Fraser/Evans, paper and 
polymer issues, matching red serial numbers AA 94 000381, 
portfolio no. 281.   Uncirculated.    

 $200 
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   3634 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) Hargrave Centenary 
folder no. 0847, black serial number ADK 622373; fi fty 
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) Florey commemorative folder 
no. 737, red serial number HF 000737.   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $120 

   3635 
  Twenty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997) Emergency 
Services folder no. 971, red serial number ES 97000971; 
another, folder no. 1529, black serial number ES 97001529.   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $100 

   3636 
  Twenty dollars,   Maritime Heritage, 1999, premium red 
serials, no. 169 (only 499 issued).   Uncirculated.    

 $100 

   3637 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) Lord Florey combined 
NPA and Australia Post issue, two consecutive portfolios 
3349 and 3350, note serial numbers HF 003349/50, pane 
of ten stamps also have the same matching numbers.   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

   3638 
  Five dollars,   Signatures Deluxe Folder, black serial numbers, 
1996 Fraser/Evans, FE96001389 and Macfarlane/Evans 
ME96001389; Signatures Premium Folder, red serial 
number, 1996 Fraser/Evans FE96000098 and Macfarlane/
Evans ME96000098; ten dollars Bicentenary Folder, 1988 
Johnston/Fraser (4) serial nos. AA 06 099531-3, AA 19 
099848/9.   Uncirculated.  (7)   

 $120 

   3639 
  Decimal dated annual issues,   Deluxe series Fraser/Evans 
(1994) five (2) and ten dollars (2) AA 94001076, AA 
94008441; (1995) five, ten and twenty dollars, AA 
95006297.   Uncirculated.  (7)   

 $300 

   3640 
  Five and ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994), Deluxe Low 
Numbered collection (4 pairs), matching black serial 
numbers AA 94066547/50.   Uncirculated.  (8 notes)  

 $280 

   3641 
  Five and ten dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1994) Premium Low 
Number collection, matching pair, red serial numbers AA 
94000882.   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $110 

   3642 
  Decimal dated annual issues,   Deluxe series Fraser/Evans 
(1996) fi ve, ten, twenty and fi fty dollars, serials Nos AA 
96004455.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $300 

   3643 
  Five to fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996), Deluxe Low 
Numbered collection, matching black serial numbers AA 
96002237.   Uncirculated.   

 $330 

   3644 
  Five to one hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997), 
Deluxe Low Numbered collection, matching black serial 
numbers AA 97001050.   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3645 
  Decimal dated annual issues,   Deluxe series, McFarlane/Evans 
(1997) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, serial 
Nos AA 97004643. Uncirculated (5)    

$250 

   3646 
  Five to one hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1997), 
Premium Low Numbered collection, matching red serial 
numbers AA 97000950.   Uncirculated.   

 $350 

   3647 
  Decimal dated annual issue,   Deluxe series, McFarlane/Evans 
(1998) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, serial 
Nos AA 98001472.   Uncirculated.    

 $250 

   3648 
  Five to one hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1998), 
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, matching black serial numbers 
AA 98 001174.   Uncirculated.   

 $280 

   3649 
  Five to one hundred dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1999), 
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, matching black serial numbers 
AA 99 001452.   Uncirculated.   

 $400 

   3650 
  Decimal dated annual issue,   Deluxe series, McFarlane/Evans 
(1999) fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred dollars, serials 
Nos AA 99002124, set No 2124.   Uncirculated.   

 $350 

   3651 
  One hundred dollars,   standard souvenir one note folder, 
Fraser/Evans (1996) fi rst prefi x AA 96004650, overprinted 
15 May 1996.   Uncirculated.    

 $180 

   3652 
  One hundred dollars,   two note folder, 1996, embossed First 
Day of Issue, Fraser/Cole (1991) last prefi x ZLD074051, 
Fraser/Evans (1996) fi rst prefi x AA 96002922 overprinted 
15 May 1996.   Uncirculated and scarce.   

 $400 

   3653 
  Five to one hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996), 
presentation set of Australia's polymer notes, set no. 405.   
Uncirculated.   

 $400 
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   3654 
  Bicentenary,   three proof coins, three notes set, 1988; First 
& Last Folders, standard issue, fi ve dollars Fraser/Cole,last 
serial no. QLS461915, first serial no. AA30 001915, 
overprinted 7 July 1992; ten dollars, Fraser/Cole serial 
no. MQY996513, Fraser/Evans serial no. AE 93 000040, 
overprinted 1 November 1993; fi fty dollar, single note, 
Fraser/Evans serial no. AA95 008220 overprinted 4 October 
1995.   The fi rst set has a small dirty spot on the slip-case 
otherwise uncirculated - FDC.  (4)  

 $220 

   3655 
  Elizabeth II,   Last Note/First Coin folders, one dollar folders, 
John West folder (5), P.J.Downie folder (2), M.R.Roberts 
folder (2, one has a Phillips/Randall note (R.73) with two 
folds, extremely fi ne); one dollar envelope, Numispac (1) with 
special philatelic postmark; two dollar folder, M.R.Roberts 
folder (2, one contains a Johnston/Fraser (R.89) last prefi x 
note serial no. LQG898387, uncirculated).   Extremely fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (12)  

 $90 

   3656 
  Twenty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1997) silver dollar coin 
note pack for Sir Kingsford Smith (see McD p.469).   
Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   3657 
  Twenty dollars,   Sir Kingsford Smith Centenary portfolio, 
1997, proof silver dollar coin and Fraser/Evans twenty 
dollar note, last prefi x ADK 708075, portfolio no. 3336.   
Uncirculated.   

 $110 

   3658 
  Twenty dollars,   Sir Kingsford Smith Centenary portfolio, 
1997 contains proof silver one dollar coin and twenty dollar 
note (Fraser/Evans) ADK last prefi x (2 sets) with consecutive 
portfolio nos 1468/69.   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $220 

   3659 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1997, matching note 
numbers ZZ 97 999565, collection no. 435.   Uncirculated.    

 $300 

   3660 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   NPA and RAM issues, 
1997, matched set of banknotes, fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and 
one hundred dollars, serial numbers ZZ 97 9998650/651, 
proof coins, five, ten, twenty, fifty cents, one and two 
dollars, set nos 1349 and 1350, consecutive note numbers 
and consecutive set numbers, both sets in blue portfolios.   
Uncirculated - FDC.  (2)  

 $600 

   3661 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   NPA and RAM issues, 
1998, matched set of banknotes, fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and 
one hundred dollars, prefi x serial numbers ZZ 98 999910, 
proof coins, fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty cents, and one and two 
dollars, set no.90.   In dark red portfolio, uncirculated - 
FDC.    

 $300 

   3662 
  Australian Note and Coin Collection,   1998, matching note 
numbers ZZ 98 999641, collection no. 359.   Uncirculated.    

 $300 

   3663 
  Ten dollar note portraits,   1998, set of two, red serial 
numbers, Paterson AA 98010063, Gilmore AB 98010063; 
fi ve dollars, 'Signatures' premium folder, 1996, red serial 
numbers FE 96000645; fi ve dollars, Hong Kong Handover 
folder, 1997 (2) consecutive numbers HK 97958085/86; 
Thailand, fi fty baht, ND (1996) polymer note by Note 
Printing Australia (10) serial numbers 9B 6223159/160, 
162/163, 199/204.   Uncirculated.  (14)   

 $150 

   3664 
  Five dollars,   Fraser/Higgins (1990) to Fraser/Evans (1996) 
blocks of four (2), pairs (6); ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) 
to MacFarlane/Evans (1997) blocks of four (5), pairs (3); 
10th anniversary polymer (2); twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole 
(1993) to MacFarlane/Evans (1998) blocks of four (4), pairs 
(4).   Nearly all in NPA folders, several coin fair.  (26)  

 $900 

   3665 
  Five dollars, (1992) to one hundred dollars (1995) uncuts,  
 some are Coin Fair issues, Fraser/Higgins block of four, 
Fraser/Cole block of four, vertical (2) and horizontal (2) 
pairs; twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole three vertical pairs; fi fty 
dollars Fraser/Evans two blocks of four and two vertical 
pairs, one hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans two vertical pairs; 
also New Zealand, ten dollars 1992 and 1993 blocks of four.   
Uncirculated.  (17)  

 $900 

   DECIMAL ISSUES - $20 to $100

3666 
  Twenty dollars,   Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAD09171/9 
(R.401) nine consecutive notes.   All with centrefolds, 
otherwise nearly uncirculated.  (9)  

 $300 

   3667 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1972) XFE842872/4 
(R.404) three consecutive notes.   Centrefolds otherwise nearly 
uncirculated.  (3)  

 $300 

   3668 
  Twenty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Fraser/Cole 
(1991) (R.404, 406a (4), 407a (14), 407b (3), 408 (7), 409a 
(49), 412 (14), 413 (36), all in black binder with mylar pages.   
Very good - extremely fi ne.  (128)  

 $2,700 
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 3669* 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAA 016859/60 
(R.505) consecutive pair of fi rst serial prefi x.   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $2,200 

   3670 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 872516 (R. 505), 
fi rst serial prefi x.   Piece out of top right corner otherwise 
extremely fi ne or better.   

 $200 

   3671 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Phillips/Fraser 
(1989) (R.505, 506a YAV fi rst prefi x, 507 (single, pair and 
run of 4), 508 (pair), 509a (pair), 511 (run of 4), these all 
uncirculated; also circulated issues (R.505 (2), 506 (3)).   Fine 
- uncirculated.  (22)  

 $1,500 

   3672 
  Fifty dollars,   Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Fraser/Cole (1991) 
(R.505, 506a, 507 (10), 508 (12), 509a (6), 511 (6), 512 (5); 
513 (230, all in blue plastic mylar vario banknote album.   
Fine - nearly uncirculated.  (64)  

 $3,500 

   3673 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Cole (1991) WJN 845190-199 (R.513) 
consecutive run of ten notes.   Light centre fold, nearly 
uncirculated.  (10)  

 $700 

   3674 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1993) WQP 780087 (R.515) 
radar note.   Uncirculated.   

 $150 

   3675 
  Fifty dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1995) CF 95328231 - 240 
(R.516) consecutive run of ten notes.   Uncirculated.  (10)  

 $750 

   3676 
  Fifty dollars,   Macfarlane/Evans (1999) AA 99/ PE 99 (R.518) 
fi rst and last prefi x notes.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

   3677 
  One hundred dollars,   Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 189829 
(R.608) fi rst prefi x.   Virtually uncirculated.    

 $300 

   3678 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96737759 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $1,200 

   3679 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96970725 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $1,200 

   3680 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96777697 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3681 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96798062 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3682 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96906548 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3683 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96760427 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3684 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96678672 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3685 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96857736 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3686 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96797569 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3687 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96787861 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3688 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96737766 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3689 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96757667-
668 (R.616) consecutive pair of test notes, fi rst prefi x. Good 
extremely fi ne - uncirculated.   (2).   

 $1,750 

   3690 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96840101 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3691 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96981800 
(R.616) test note, fi rst prefi x.   Very fi ne.   

 $150 
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   3692 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AR 96844045-
046 (R.616) consecutive pair of test notes.   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $1,000 

   3693 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AU 96930316 
(R.616) test note.   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3694 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AU 96728487-
495 (R.616) consecutive run of nine test notes.   Uncirculated.  
(9)  

 $4,500 

   3695 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AV 96652940-942 
(R.616) consecutive run of three test notes.   Uncirculated.  
(3)  

 $1,500 

   3696 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) BN96 866469, 
CS96 866469, the second note last prefi x (R.616) test notes.   
Uncirculated; nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $1,000 

   3697 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) BT 96660499 
(R.616) test note.   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3698 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) BU 96914587-588 
(R.616) consecutive pair of test notes.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $1,000 

   3699 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) BU 96770934-939 
(R.616) consecutive run of six test notes.   Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $3,000 

   3700 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) BY 96941648 
(R.616) test note.   Uncirculated.   

 $500 

   3701 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CN 96811974-
978 (R.616) consecutive run of fi ve test notes.   Uncirculated.  
(5)  

 $2,500 

   3702 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CO 96811528-
529 (R.616) consecutive pair of test notes.   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $1,000 

   3703 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CO 96811513-
525 (R.616) consecutive run of thirteen test notes.   
Uncirculated.  (13)  

 $6,500 

   3704 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96737726 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $1,200 

   3705 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96916718 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Uncirculated.   

 $1,200 

   3706 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96994090 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3707 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96730030 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3708 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96775433 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3709 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96955493 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $250 

   3710 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96730464 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3711 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96907184 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3712 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96752241 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3713 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96730687 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3714 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96754564 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3715 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96770540 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3716 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96797852 
(R.616) test note, last preix.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3717 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96833632 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 
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   3718 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96867286 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3719 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96727891 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3720 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96824139 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3721 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96843292 
(R.616) test note, last prefi x.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $250 

   3722 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96982755 
(R.616) last prefi x note.   Uncirculated.   

 $400 

   3723 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96982182 
(R.616) last prefi x note.   Uncirculated.   

 $400 

   3724 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96982751 
(R.616) last prefi x note.   Uncirculated.   

 $400 

   3725 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96998342 
(R.616) last prefi x note.   Uncirculated.   

 $400 

   3726 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96966522 
(R.616) consecutive pair of last prefi x notes.   Uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $800 

   3727 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) JK 96998066-069 
(R.616) consecutive run of four last prefi x notes.   Nearly 
uncirculated.  (4)  

 $800 

   3728 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) EG 96 6667875/7; 
CC96 970367/74; AC pair; AD trio; BB trio; trio; DB trio; 
EK run of four; BA trio; ED two pairs EF trio.   Uncirculated.  
(36)   

 $4,500 

   3729 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) AK 96 928 
084/93, 114/133, 155/164 (R.616) forty consecutive notes 
in four polybank fl ats wrappers.   Uncirculated.  (40)   

 $4,800 

   3730 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) mixed prefi xes, all 
singles (R.616) one fi rst serial prefi x AA 96 included.   One 
with corner fold, extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (50)  

 $5,750 

   3731 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) mixed prefi xes, 
some small runs of consecutive notes (R.616) includes one 
AA 99 fi rst serial prefi x.   Mostly uncirculated.  (60)   

 $7,000 

   3732 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) CA 96 935707/810 
(R.616) an original pack of one hundred consecutive notes,  
747-750 omitted.   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $12,000 

   3733 
  One hundred dollars,   Fraser/Evans (1996) mixed prefi xes, 
all singles (R.616).   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $11,500 

  


